The emerging standards for the publication of Web Services enable the invocation of services having simple interaction protocols, but they fail to support complex e-business interactions, where the peers exchange several messages. In order to extend the classes of services which can be invoked by the consumers, we propose a conversational model supporting the management of complex interactions between clients and Web Services. Our model supports the consumer in the management of a conversation which respects the business logic of the service without imposing the explicit management of the conversational context.
INTRODUCTION
Web Services are subject to several limitations that reduce their applicability to realistic domains. For instance, the management of the interaction between the client and the service provider is difficult, unless very simple tasks are requested. In fact, the emerging communication standards, such as WSDL [23] , support simple interactions, structured as question-answer pairs, but they are not expressive enough to define conversations including more than two turns. The fruition of services may require non trivial conversations between the consumer and the provider. For instance, during the interaction with a Web Service selling medium complexity, configurable items (e.g., bicycles), the specification of the item features may require more than one interaction step; moreover, failures may occur and have to be repaired before the solution for the consumer is generated. Finally, the Web Service might need to suspend the interaction, e.g., waiting for a sub-supplier, or a human operator to contribute to the generation of the solution.
This paper presents a conversational model aimed at extending the conversational capabilities of Web Services, by supporting complex interactions, where several messages have to be exchanged before the service is completed, and the conversation may evolve in different ways, depending on the state and the needs of the two participants. The proposed model has been defined by taking the speech-act theoretical model of dialog management [17, 7] as a starting point. However, it has been simplified to take into account two main factors: on the one hand, the types of interaction to be supported are complex, but not as flexible as human-computer dialog; on the other hand, the open Web environment imposes important scalability requirements.
We assume that the matching phase between service description and request has been performed and we focus on the service execution phase, by providing an explicit representation of the possible flow of the interaction. Our approach separates the specification of the conversational model from the implementation of the peers (e.g., the internal workflow specification), in order to support a simple specification of their external behavior, which can be suitably bound to the peers' internal implementation; see also [22] and [12] . Each peer should conform to the specified conversational behavior, depending on the role it fills (client or supplier). In particular, we propose a framework that enables the provider to assist the consumer during the service invocation in order to satisfy two main goals: first, we want to guarantee that the consumer respects the constraints imposed by the business logic declared in the provider's conversational flow. Second, we want to make this task as light as possible for the consumer, in order to enhance the applicability of our approach.
Section 2 provides background on the Web Services communication. Section 3 presents a conceptual dialog model based on speech acts. Section 4 proposes a framework for the lightweight management of conversations with Web Services, specifying the representation language and a framework for the server-side management of the interactions. Section 5 discusses some related work and closes the paper.
BACKGROUND
In order to improve the description of services in the Web, the Semantic Web community is defining standards for the representation of semantic Web Services [15, 18] . These standards propose semantic representations of the interface and structure of a service and might represent the future approach to the publication of services in the Web. However, at the current stage, the semantic approach is still under development and a simpler approach, based on the current specification standards, is needed to improve the interaction with Web Services. In this perspective, an important issue is the support for a flexible type of communication between service consumers and providers. This issue has to be addressed to provide non-trivial services and can be handled by offering an effective mechanism to help the consumer to interact with the provider in the correct way, i.e., by respecting the constraints imposed by the business logic of the service.
The emerging standards for the definition of Web Services, such as WSDL [23] , support the publication of elementary services. However, when complex services are defined, the flow of the operations to be performed cannot be specified. Therefore, the client may send the requests in the wrong order, possibly violating service preconditions which might cause the failure of the overall service. To regulate the peerto-peer interaction, an explicit specification of the possible sequences of messages to be exchanged is needed. In the multi-agent systems research, this issue has been addressed by defining coordination protocols such as the FIPA Contract Net [10] , and JAFMAS conversations [6] . However, the application of these approaches is not straightforward because it requires the agreement on specific communication languages and interaction protocols, such as in the AgentCities project [1] . Within the multi-agent systems area, the definition of middle agents has also been proposed to provide intelligent mediation services and coordination capabilities [14] . However, middle agents mainly focus on the flexible semantic matching between service descriptions and requests, leaving the possibly complex execution of the selected service as an open issue.
In the following subsections, we describe our proposal by introducing two alternative approaches to the representation of the conversation flow. Moreover, we sketch a framework for the development of conversational Web Services which we are implementing.
A SPEECH-ACT BASED REPRESENTA-TION OF CONVERSATIONS
Traditionally, social behavior of human and software agents in task-oriented interactions has been described by exploiting finite state automata [19] ; moreover, hierarchical scripts and plan-based approaches have been introduced to model more complex, goal-oriented behavior; e.g., [5, 16, 10] . If we consider Web Services and their clients as interacting agents, the same approaches could be considered for modeling their conversational behavior. As the actionbased conversational management approach is particularly clear, we will first use it to describe our proposal at a conceptual level, even though it will not be applied as it is for the reasons explained at the end of this section.
As a concrete example for the specification of conversation flow, we consider an hotel booking service: in order to book a room, the client is expected to start the interaction by asking if there are any available rooms. If all the rooms are booked, the interaction must stop. Otherwise, the client can provide the possibly private information needed to complete the transaction, such as the credit card number. Figure 1 shows a possible representation of the admissible turn sequences in the hotel booking service. Each action specifies a speech act representing a conversational turn performed by one of the peers; we have named the speech acts according to the FIPA specifications. We consider two main conversational roles: the client (consumer, C) and the service provider (S). The first parameter of a speech act represents the role filler that should perform the speech act, i.e., the agent sending the message. The second parameter denotes the recipient and the third parameter represents the content of the speech act. The arcs represent the possible turn sequences and the actions having more than one output arc represent situations where alternative speech acts can follow a certain turn, i.e., the responding peer is expected to perform only one of the turns. The interaction starts with the Query-if action, where the consumer (C) asks the service provider (S) whether the hotel has at least nrOfRooms available rooms (HasAvailableRooms(hotel, nrOfRooms)). The service provider may answer positively (Inform(S, C, HasAvailableRooms(hotel, nrOfRooms))), or negatively (Inform(S, C, not(HasAvailableRooms(hotel, nrOfRooms)))). In the second case, the interaction has to be terminated, as there is no way to book the rooms. In the first case, the client may request to book a certain number of rooms, by providing a credit card number (Request(C, S, BookRooms(S, nrOfRooms, hotel, cardN))). At this point, there are two possible continuations: the service provider notifies the client that the rooms have been booked and provides a reservation number (Inform(S, C, BookedRooms(S, nrOfRooms, hotel, reservNr))), or the booking action has failed (Failure(S, C, BookRooms(S, nrOfRooms, hotel, cardN))). The failure is a possible continuation because, although the room availability was checked before starting the transaction, in the meanwhile, some rooms might have been booked by other customers. Also exceptions might be handled: for instance, the customer might enter a wrong card number, or the card might be blocked.
The interaction flow specified in Figure 1 is simpler than the typical (hierarchical) plans used in human-computer taskoriented dialogs (see [5] ), because we need to model much simpler and predictable types of interaction. In particular, we have not specified any conditions on the actions of the pre-compiled action sequences in order to minimize the amount of information that has to be understood by the consumer. A peer may choose a specific course of action on the basis of its internal state, which may depend on the (un)successful execution of actions that the other peer does not need to be informed about. For instance, if the service provider informs the client that there are (not) available rooms, the client does not need to know the reason determining the answer: the only relevant fact is the performed speech act. In this way, the only type of information to be understood by both partners is the correct sequence of speech acts that can be executed.
The described conversational model enables a consumer agent to require the services provided by another agent by conforming to a specific interaction flow. In fact, if we assume that the service provider publishes the conversation script, the client may interpret it and start the interaction by performing the first turn specified in the script. Then, depending on the provider's reaction, the client can perform the correct turns, until the end of the interaction. However, this approach is not applicable to the current situation of Web Services, for the following reasons:
• The imposition of speech acts on Web Services, now publishing services by means of very simple languages (RPC invocations or WSDL services) is not realistic;
• The client is required to interpret both the speech acts and the conversation script published by the service provider. Moreover, to identify the admissible reactions to the provider's turns, the client has to maintain an internal representation of the interaction context: for example, the current focus of the conversation, i.e. the last executed action. The last requirement imposes supplementary efforts on the consumer than those required to invoke standard Web Services.
To support lightweight conversations, we propose a different approach, which uses emerging standards for the representation of the workflow and relies on the service provider for the control of the interaction.
LIGHTWEIGHT CONVERSATION MAN-AGEMENT
We propose that the service provider guides the consumers in the fruition of services by specifying, at each step of the interaction, the set of eligible turns they may perform. In this way, each client can rely on explicit instructions to correctly invoke the providers. Of course, to provide a picture of the admissible interaction flows, the service provider could publish both the service and the flow descriptions. This information represents documentation and can be used by the client to suitably bind the service invocations to its own business logic.
Each service has to be invoked with an initial request, performed by the client to trigger the interaction with the service provider. When the provider receives an init request, it responds by performing an agreement notification (or a rejection message if the interaction cannot be carried out). 1 In the same message, the service provider also specifies the set of alternative turns that the client may reply with. Such turns are invocations of the operations that the service provider can perform at that stage of the interaction. For instance, as far as the hotel booking service is concerned, after the agreement notification, the client may invoke the room availability check. After a confirmation that there are enough available rooms, the client can book the rooms, and so forth.
When the client receives the response, it has to retrieve the eligible operations, specified in the message. Then, the client has to choose the one to be invoked, sending back the request. The conversation continues in the same way, with the service provider performing the requested action and sending back results and possible continuations.
From the viewpoint of the client, this approach supports a seamless management of the interaction with the service provider. In fact, it only imposes the init operation as the initiation of any conversation, and the retrieval, from each incoming message, of the set of eligible continuations to choose from. The eligible operations are specified in the individual messages because they change along time. In contrast, the definition of the services needed to invoke them is provided in the public service specification.
The service provider, in addition to managing its own activities, has to guide the conversation with the client by computing the eligible reactions to its own turns. To this extent, the service provider has to maintain an explicit interaction context, storing the interaction status, and the last performed turn.
2 However, this is not an extra-overhead for the service provider, which has anyway to know the status of the interaction, in order to carry out the activities related to the requested services.
Simplified specification of conversations
To summarize, we propose that:
• The service provider publishes the services by specifying the operations that can be invoked by the clients;
• The service provider maintains a local interaction context, for each active conversation.
• Within each individual conversation, the service provider informs the client about the admissible turns it may perform, at each step.
The services can be published in a standard format, such as RPC interfaces, or WSDL operations. Moreover, the messages to be exchanged by the peers can be seamlessly extended with turn management information. Being implemented as SOAP messages, such information can be added as new parts in the message body [21] . Thus, only the representation of the conversation flow has to be simplified, with respect to the speech-act based approach, in order to make our proposal applicable to real cases. The specification of the interaction flow can be simplified as follows:
• The interaction turns can be modeled as generic conversational activities, by omitting the performed speech act (Inform, Query-if, etc.). Each turn corresponds to a send message (sendM) activity, whose parameters specify the actor (the sender of the message), the recipient and the content (involved operation). For instance, Query-if(C, S, HasAvailableRooms(hotel, nrOfRooms))) in Figure 1 is replaced with SendM(C, S, CheckAvailableRooms(S, hotel, nrOfRooms)), where CheckAvailableRooms is a domain-specific operation. Moreover, the Inform(S, C, HasAvailableRoom(hotel, nrOfRooms)) is replaced by SendM(S, C, UpdatePositive(hotel, nrOfRooms)), where UpdatePositive (UpdateNegative) is a belief revision operation: the beliefs of the peer performing the operation are changed as specified by its arguments.
• The actors of the operations specified as the third argument of the sendM activities can be omitted, because they coincide with the recipients of the messages. Figure 2 shows the simplified representation of the interaction flow. Although this representation does not support the specification of different types of speech acts, with their semantics [20] , the send message activities can be seen as requests to perform domain-specific operations; thus, the interaction is modeled as a sequence of turns where one of the peers requires that the other peer performs an operation. The conversational activity is clearly separated from the domain-specific behavior: similar to the speech-act based approaches, a send message activity specifies the required domain-specific behavior at the object level, as one of its arguments [7] . Thus, the conversational turns specified in the diagram of Figure 2 can be understood by the consumer, provided that the service provider describes in some way (even as natural language annotations) the meaning of the object level operations. Notice also that each turn is an asynchronous message, which one of the peers performs to carry the conversation one step forward. If the partner that should perform the next turn does not respond, the interaction is suspended, with time out.
WSFL-like specification of a conversation
We decided to represent the conversation flow by exploiting, as far as possible, an emerging standard for the representation of workflow in Web Services: the IBM's WSFL <types> <schema targetNameSpace= "http://example.com/hotelBook.xsd" lns="http://www.w3c.org/2000/10/XMLSchema"> <element name="Book"> <complexType> <all> <element name="hotel" type="string"/> <element name="nrOfRooms" type="integer"/> <element name="cardN" type="integer"/> </all> </complexType> </element> <element name="PositiveResult"> <complexType> <all> <element name="res" type="string"/> </all> </complexType> </element> <element name="Exception"> <complexType> <all> <element name="res" type="string"/> <element name="comment" type="string"/> </all> </complexType> </element> </schema> </types> [13] service composition language.
3 This language enables a Web Service consumer to integrate the services offered by multiple providers by specifying several types of information. For instance, it includes an explicit declaration of the roles to be filled in the workflow and of the binding of such roles to concrete Web Service providers. Moreover, it supports the definition of state diagrams specifying the partial order relations between the services (operations) to be composed. Finally, it relies on WSDL for the definition of the integrated service and of the bindings to specific communication protocols, such as SOAP over HTTP. As WSFL is aimed at service composition, its syntax has to be extended <message name="BookRooms"> <part name="body" element="xsd:Book"/> </message> <message name="OK"> <part name="body" element="xsd:PositiveResult"/> </message> <message name="Fault"> <part name="body" element="xsd:Exception"/> </message> <portType name="HotelBookingPortType"> <operation name="Booking"> <output message="tns:BookRooms"/> </operation> <operation name="Confirmation"> <output message="tns:OK"/> </operation> <operation name="Error"> <output message="tns:Fault"/> </operation> </portType> to represent conversation-specific activities. For instance, WSFL only defines supplier roles, because it corresponds to the viewpoint of the service integrator. However, in a conversation, both the client and the service provider are active partners and must be represented. In spite of the required syntax extensions, we decided to use such a language, as it represents an already defined proposal, instead of introducing a totally different representation language.
In the following, we describe a WSFL-like representation of the hotel booking service. We first describe the WSDL operations; then, we describe the conversation flow by composing such operations. We assume that the client is able to interpret a WSDL specification, while it does not need to know WSFL. The WSFL specification is used by the service provider to manage the interaction flow by employing a suitable workflow engine. Figures 3 and 4 show the WSDL representation of the hotel booking service. More specifically, Figure 3 shows a portion of the XML-schema defining the structure (action-name and arguments) of the object level actions. For instance, the Book action has three arguments: the hotel (a string), the nrOfRooms and the cardN (two integer variable). Moreover, the PositiveResult action has one argument res storing the description of the result of an event. Such actions are the signatures of methods to be executed by a peer when it receives a message from its conversational partner. For instance, the Book action corresponds to a method used by the service provider to reserve a number of hotel rooms. Moreover, the PositiveResult and NegativeResult actions are belief revision methods aimed at collecting positive or negative results. Figure 4 shows the abstract definition of some operations published by the service; moreover, it shows the port type grouping the operations. Each operation is characterized by a name and a message to be handled. The message is specified as follows:
WSDL specification of operations
• The structure of the message is defined by specifying the type of the action to be included in its body. For instance, the message to be handled in the Booking operation has as its body an action of type BookRooms.
• The direction of the message is specified: in the standard WSDL specification, all the operations are described from the service provider's viewpoint and they include one or more messages between the peers. In particular, there are input and output messages, where input messages represent the messages to be received by the service provider and output messages represent those that the provider sends to the client. For instance, a typical WSDL operation includes an input message requesting the execution of a method and an output message returning the result to the client. In our approach, we avoid assembling multiple turns within the same operation. Moreover, the operations can be performed either by the service provider, or by the client. Thus, all the messages are declared as output messages as they are, indeed, messages which the actor sends to the recipient.
WSFL-like specification of conversation flow
Given the WSDL specification of the operations, the interaction flow can be represented by defining the conversational activities to be performed by the peers and the partial order relations between such activities. The activities correspond to the send message actions (sendM) shown in Figure 2 . Each activity is characterized by a name and the arguments: the actor, the recipient and the content operation, which represents the object level operation requested by sending the message to the peer. Figure 5 shows a portion of the flow model for the hotel booking service:
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• The "serviceProvider" and "client" specifications characterize the two conversational roles and the peers filling such roles.
• Some of the activities to be carried out by the peers are defined by specifying the requested WSDL operation and the actor that should perform the activity. For instance, activity "sendBookingRequest" has to be performed by the client and has as its content the "BookRooms" operation; the client requests that the service provider books the rooms.
• The controlLink specifications define the partial order relations between activities.
The operations associated to complex domain-specific actions, such as BookRooms, are triggered by the consumer by means of a message and are executed by the service provider. In contrast, the provider typically requests the client to perform confirmation, disconfirmation and error operations, needed to collect the results of the performed <flowModel name="HotelBookingFlow" serviceProviderType="HotelService"> <serviceProvider name="hotelServer" type="HotelServiceWS"> <locator type="static" service="ourHotelServer.com"/> </serviceProvider> <client name="client" type=""/> <activity name="sendBookingRequest"> <performedBy actor="client"/> <implement> <export> <target portType="hotelServicePT" operation="Booking"/> </export> </implement> </activity> <activity name="sendBookingConfirmation"> <performedBy actor="hotelServer"/> <implement> <export> <target portType="hotelServicePT" operation="Confirmation"/> </export> </implement> </activity> <activity name="sendErrorMessage"> <performedBy actor="hotelServer"/> <implement> <export> <target portType="hotelServicePT" operation="Error"/> </export> </implement> </activity> <controlLink source="sendAvailabilityRequest" target="sendConfirmation"/> <controlLink source="sendConfirmation" target="sendBookingRequest"/> <controlLink source="sendBookingRequest" target="sendBookingConfirmation"/> </flowModel> tasks. This is the reason why, in the conversation flow, the activities performed by the client have domain-specific operations as their argument. In turn, most activities performed by the service providers are acknowledgments that the previously requested operations were (un)successfully performed, or results of such operations. Figure 6 shows, at the conceptual level, the complete specification of the conversation flow of the hotel booking service. The nodes specify the send message activity to be performed in each turn. The sendM activity has the following arguments: the actor, the recipient and the name of the requested WSDL operation. Moreover, if the actor is the service provider, the sendM activity has a further argument, storing the list of the possible continuations of the conversation. As already mentioned, the turn-related information is stored in the body of the SOAP message, as a separate part. In the figure, we have added in bold the name of the requested WSDL operation, in order to help the reader to map the states to the related WSDL-WSFL specifications.
A possible framework for the server-side management of complex interactions
The current Web Services typically manage the interaction context by exploiting Java Servlets, or similar technologies in the Microsoft .net world, which maintain the status of the active client sessions within the service provider. Although the basic exploitation of Servlets as tools for the communication with a Web-based application is straightforward, the embodyment of the service's business logic is difficult, as it requires that the service exposes the operations to be invoked according to the correct conversation flow. Therefore, some three-tier architectures have been designed as multi-agent systems, where a flexible frontend is devoted to the management of the interaction with other agents. The frontend is itself complex and separates the dialog management activity, carried out by a conversational agent, from the support for Web communication and low-level session management (a Servlet); see [2, 3] .
In order to manage complex conversations with the consumer applications, each Web Service provider should implement a module responsible for the management of the conversational flow, based on the respective WSFL description. This module represents the core of the Servlet listening to the clients' requests and invoking the appropriate components to execute the services (e.g., Enterprise Java Beans). The module would allow keeping track of asynchronous communication between the client application and the Web Service Provider The approach to the representation of the conversation flow we described in the previous sections supports the unambiguous specification of the interaction flow between the client and the Web Service provider. Therefore, it can be used as the basis for the development of a tool that leverages the implementation of a conversational agent taking care of the server-side management of interactions with the clients. In particular, a Web Service Provider Framework can be designed to make the implementation of the Interaction Flow Manager straightforward, given the sequence of the conversational turns. This framework should get in input the WSFL specification of the interaction flow and generate the skeleton of the module that handles such a flow. We will use the IBM's Web Services Description Language for Java Toolkit (WSDL4J), which allows the creation, representation, and manipulation of WSDL documents describing services [11, 9] , to process the WSDL part of the description. Therefore the module will navigate the interaction flow representing the conversation steps.
Application to typical WSDL service descriptions
The proposed conversational model could be applied to current Web Services with limited effort, if they already offer a WSDL service specification. In particular, the service descriptions could be extended to specify the conversation flow, at a limited level of detail, by adding the WSFL-like flow specification. Figure 8 shows a possible representation of the hotel booking service, based on the typical WSDL representation style, where the operations include multiple input, output and fault messages. In particular, the CheckAvailability2 operation describes the set of messages to be exchanged between the peers to check the room availability: an input message specifying the CheckAvailableRooms action; an output message confirming the availability of the rooms (OK action); a fault message (KO action). Operation Booking2 includes other three similar messages. The service specification is based on the same data types defined in Figure 3 .
Although the definition of the operations is very different <portType name="HotelBookingPortType2"> <operation name="CheckAvailability2> <input message="tns:CheckAvailableRooms"/> <output message="tns:OK"/> <fault message="tns:KO"/> </operation> <operation name="Booking2> <input message="tns:BookRooms"/> <output message="tns:OK"/> <fault message="tns:KO"/> </operation> </portType> from the one we proposed in Section 4.2, the WSFL-like representation could be used to specify the correct sequence of operations to be invoked also in this case. In particular, to support the client in the selection of the first operation to be performed, an initConversation WSDL operation should be defined, which includes an input (init) message, an output (OK) message, and a fault (KO) message. Moreover, the WSFL activities should be defined, by mapping an activity to each WSDL operation. For instance, a checkAvailRequest activity could be mapped to the CheckAvailability2 operation; moreover, a bookRequest activity could be mapped to the Booking2 operation, and so forth. Finally, the partial order relations between the whole set of operations should be defined: the initConversation activity must be performed before checkAvailRequest, which in turn must be performed before bookRequest. Given this specification, the service provider could exploit the proposed framework to update the management of the interaction flow and guide the consumers in the correct service invocation.
DISCUSSION
The specification of the conversation flow is central for the Web Services research area. As pointed out in the previous sections, when a service provider publishes more than one operation, the client has to guess the correct sequence to be followed in the invocation of such operations. However, the coordination between client and service provider may be a problem even during the execution of a single operation, if it includes more than one message, as request-response and solicit-response operations do. More specifically, if more than one (input, output or fault) message is present, the correct interaction pattern cannot be determined from the service specification itself. For instance, consider the CheckAvailability2 operation in Figure 8 . The three messages included in the operation form a subset of the conversation flow: the first message should be performed before the other two; moreover, the second and the third one are alternative messages, that the server provider sends to the client, depending on the result of the CheckAvailableRooms action. Our proposal supports the specification of the interaction flow at the granularity level of the individual messages (conversational turns). Thus, it solves the coordination problem both at the level of the invocation of operations, and within the operations themselves.
Other XML-based standards for the specification of the conversation flow in e-business interactions with Web Services have been recently proposed and are currently sub-mitted as W3C standards. For instance, WSCL (Web Services Conversation Language [22] ) and WSCI (Web Services Choreography Interface [4] ) introduce an explicit representation of Web Services interaction processes, aimed at defining the admissible sequences of messages to be exchanged by the peers. To this purpose, WSCL exploits a sequence diagram model, which the peers should interpret to handle the conversation, while WSCI introduces the notion of interaction process, with the specification of timing constraints on the service invocation. Moreover, cpXML (IBM's Conversation Support [12] ) introduces an explicit notion of Conversational Policy, as a a machine readable specification of a pattern of message exchange in a conversation, which can be used to make the interaction with complex Web Services easier from the client application viewpoint. Our model differs from the above mentioned ones because they assume that each peer separately maintains its own internal record of the conversation state, while we propose that only the service provider maintains the state of the conversation and suggests the following step to the client application. Moreover, our approach differs from both the WSCL and WSCI ones in two aspects: first, they conform to WSDL in the specification of request-response, solicit-response, etc., operations; thus, they do not support a fine-grained specification of the conversational turns. Second, they specify the conversations from the viewpoint of the service provider. Thus the client has to interpret the specifications in the reverse perspective. For example, an input message for the provider is an output one for the client.
Our proposal builds on the conceptual model of speech acts [7] for the specification of the dialog between the peers. This model represents the peers' dialog acts as actions performed by an actor towards a recipient. Moreover, the model clearly separates the conversational activity from the execution of the object level actions the partners "talk about" during the interaction. The explicit representation of the peers and of their conversational activity (send message activities) supports a detailed and unambiguous specification of the possible sequences of interaction turns, at the granularity level of the individual messages to be exchanged.
The proposed WSFL-like specification of the conversation flow supports the specification of services requiring complex interactions between clients and suppliers. The hotel booking example is a relatively simple case, selected to simplify the presentation of the overall approach.
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